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SUMMARY

Addiction is a disorder of behavioral symptoms
including enhanced incentive salience of drug-asso-
ciated cues, but also a negative affective state.
Cocaine-evoked synaptic plasticity in the reward
system, particularly the nucleus accumbens (NAc),
drives drug-adaptive behavior. However, how infor-
mation is integrated downstream of the NAc remains
unclear. Here, we identify the ventral pallidum (VP) as
a site of convergence of medium spiny neurons ex-
pressing dopamine (DA) receptor type 1 (D1-MSNs)
and type 2 (D2-MSNs) of the NAc. Repeated in vivo
cocaine exposure potentiated output of D1-MSNs,
but weakened output of D2-MSNs, occluding LTP
and LTD at these synapses, respectively. Selectively
restoring basal transmission at D1-MSN-to-VP syn-
apses abolished locomotor sensitization, whereas
restoring transmission at D2-MSN-to-VP synapses
normalized motivational deficits. Our results support
a model by which drug-evoked synaptic plasticity in
the VP mediates opposing behavioral symptoms;
targeting the VP may provide novel therapeutic stra-
tegies for addictive disorders.

INTRODUCTION

With repeated cocaine consumption, positive and negative

symptoms accumulate to form a syndrome that is eventually

diagnosed as addiction. The acute reinforcing effects of addic-

tive drugs are mediated by dopamine (DA) release from the

ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the nucleus accumbens (NAc)

(Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Pascoli et al., 2015). The addicted

state is defined by compulsive drug taking, driven by craving and

the emergence of a negative affective state (Le Moal and Koob,

2007). Drug craving is a pathologically strong drug-associated

memory that is precipitated by exposure to drug-associated

cues and contexts and drives drug taking even after long periods

of abstinence (Kalivas et al., 1998; Robbins et al., 1997). The

emergence of a negative affective state after prolonged with-
214 Neuron 92, 214–226, October 5, 2016 ª 2016 Elsevier Inc.
drawal also drives drug taking, which can relieve this aversive

state through negative reinforcement. One prominent feature of

this state is anhedonia (Le Moal and Koob, 2007).

Since all addictive drugs increase extracellular DA in the NAc

(Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Koob andBloom, 1988), which in-

duces characteristic forms of plasticity (Lüscher, 2016; Wolf,

2016), we hypothesized that drug-evoked plasticity in the NAc

may contribute to both the positive and negative symptoms of

addiction. Considerable evidence implicates cocaine-evoked

synaptic plasticity on medium spiny neurons that express D1 re-

ceptors (D1-MSNs) in drug reinforcement (Creed et al., 2015;

Lobo and Nestler, 2011; Pascoli et al., 2014). Potentiation of in-

puts onto D1-MSNs has been implicated in the development of

sensitization to addictive drugs (Pascoli et al., 2011; Robinson

and Berridge, 2003) and in cue-induced drug seeking (Kalivas

et al., 1998; Pascoli et al., 2014, 2015). Conversely, activity of

the indirect pathway, which is modulated by DA acting on cells

that express D2 receptors (D2-MSNs), is linked to aversion

(Danjo et al., 2014; Hikida et al., 2010). Adaptations in D2-

MSNs have been described in cocaine-addicted patients (Vol-

kow et al., 1993) and animal models (Chandra et al., 2015;

Lobo et al., 2010; Lobo and Nestler, 2011). While adaptations

in D2-MSNs in the NAc have been implicated in anhedonic states

arising from chronic pain (Ren et al., 2016; Schwartz et al., 2014)

or stress (Francis et al., 2015; Khibnik et al., 2016), the involve-

ment of D2-MSNs in anhedonia arising after cocaine withdrawal

is undetermined. While there is evidence to support divergent

roles of D1- and D2-MSNs in cocaine-induced behaviors, the

synaptic basis of these adaptations is not known, nor is it clear

which downstream target(s) of MSNs are implicated in maladap-

tive behaviors.

The ventral pallidum (VP) is a major target of the NAc (Heimer

and Wilson, 1975), receiving innervation from D1- and D2-MSNs

(Kupchik et al., 2015). VP neurons robustly respond to reward

and reward-predictive cues (Tindell et al., 2005), while VP lesions

reduce hedonic impact andmotivation for reward (Cromwell and

Berridge, 1993). The VP has also been directly implicated in

drug-adaptive behavior (Robledo and Koob, 1993; Root et al.,

2013); a subset of VP neurons project to the VTA, where they

modulate activity of VTA and GABA neurons and mediate drug

seeking (Mahler et al., 2014).

Despite evidence implicating the NAc and VP in reward-

related behavior, how addictive drugs affect plasticity between
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the NAc and VP, and how this plasticity contributes to drug-

adaptive behavior, remains largely unknown. Here, we propose

a model by which cocaine potentiates and depresses D1- and

D2-MSN inputs from the NAc to VP, respectively. We charac-

terize divergent forms of homosynaptic plasticity at D1- and

D2-MSN-to-VP synapses, which are presynaptically expressed

and occluded by cocaine treatment. We selectively normalize

transmission at these synapses to establish causal links be-

tween D1 projections and behavioral sensitization to cocaine,

and between D2 projections and the emergence of anhedonia.

Together, our data support a model whereby the VP integrates

rewarding and aversive signals from the NAc that govern distinct

behavioral symptoms of addictive disorders.

RESULTS

Cocaine Increases Inhibitory Transmission in the
NAc-to-VP Pathway
To determine the effect of cocaine on inhibitory transmission in

the VP, we used whole-cell patch-clamp electrophysiology in

acute brain slices from adult mice. We first recorded electrically

evoked inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) from VP cells

from mice that received five injections of saline or cocaine

(20 mg/kg, i.p. [intraperitoneally]), followed by 10 days of with-

drawal (Figure S1A, available online). Here, we focused exclu-

sively on the ventromedial (vm) subdivision of the VP, which is

innervated by MSNs from the shell of the NAc and sends projec-

tions to the VTA (Haber et al., 1985). We tested the ability of high-

frequency stimulation (HFS) to induce long-term plasticity of

inhibitory transmission onto VP neurons. Consistent with previ-

ous reports (Kupchik et al., 2014), HFS (100 pulses at 100 Hz,

20 s ISI) induced long-term potentiation (LTP) of IPSCs in sa-

line-treated mice, whereas HFS failed to induce LTP in slices

from cocaine-treated mice (Figures S1B and S1C). This failure

to induce LTP was also apparent in mice that had self-adminis-

tered cocaine, indicating that this plasticity is evoked by contin-

gent or non-contingent exposure (Supplemental Experimental

Procedures).

The NAc is considered the predominant source of inhibitory

input to the VP (Heimer and Wilson, 1975). To resolve the neu-

rons that contribute to the potentiation of inhibitory transmission

in the VP after cocaine exposure, we first characterized the

nature of the NAc-to-VP projection with optogenetic-assisted

circuit mapping.

Accumbal D1- and D2-MSNs Both Project to the VP
In the dorsal striatum, D1- and D2-MSNs have largely segre-

gated projection patterns, with D1-MSNs projecting to the sub-

stantia nigra and D2-MSNs projecting to the internal segment of

the globus pallidus (Alexander et al., 1990). However, this segre-

gation is not necessarily observed at the level of the NAc (Kup-

chik et al., 2015; Zahm and Heimer, 1990), and the proportion

of D1- and D2-MSNs from the NAc shell to vmVP is not known.

To address this, we injected the retrograde tracer cholera toxin

subunit B (CTB) into the vmVP of bacterial artificial chromosome

(BAC) transgenic mice expressing a reporter protein under the

control of the D1R or D2R promoter and analyzed sections of

the NAc shell (Figures 1A–1C). In D1-To (D1-Tomato) mice, of
500 MSNs positive for CTB, 282 were also positive for the D1-

To reporter protein, and in D2-eGFPmice, 229/500 CTB-positive

MSNs also expressed the D2-eGPF reporter (Figure 1D), indi-

cating that D1- and D2-MSNs from the NAc shell equally project

to the vmVP. We assayed the functional connectivity of D1- and

D2-MSNs to the vmVP by injecting floxed ChR2 into the NAc

shell of D1R- or D2R-Cre mice and recording light-evoked re-

sponses in vmVP cells (Figure 1E). We found that 92.8% of

vmVP cells received innervation from D1-MSNs, while 75.0%

of vmVP cells were innervated by D2-MSNs. Currents were

GABAA mediated, as they were blocked by picrotoxin, with no

differences in the release probability of D1- versus D2-MSN syn-

apses (Figures 1F and 1G). Together, these experiments indicate

that D1- and D2-MSNs in the NAc shell project in equal propor-

tion to the vmVP, where they innervate large, overlapping popu-

lations of postsynaptic neurons.

Cocaine Occludes Bidirectional Plasticity at NAc-to-VP
Synapses
Since D1- and D2-MSNs undergo distinct adaptations following

cocaine (Bertran-Gonzalez et al., 2008; Lobo et al., 2010;

Pascoli et al., 2014), we determined how cocaine affects trans-

mission at both of these outputs to the VP. We selectively

transfected the two classes of MSNs by injecting a floxed

chETA construct into the NAc shell of D1- or D2-Cre mice.

The VP is composed of interneurons and projection neurons

with varied targets (Root et al., 2015; Zahm and Heimer,

1990); VTA-projecting VP neurons have been implicated in

cocaine-seeking behavior (Mahler et al., 2014). We therefore

selectively recorded from this population, which was identified

by injecting the retrograde tracer CTB555 into the VTA (Figures

2A and 2B). Connectivity rates between MSNs and this sub-

population of VP neurons were similar to connectivity rates

observed in the entire VP (connectivity, 222/256 D1-Cre and

263/329 D2-Cre mice).

In saline-treated mice, HFS (Figure 2C) induced LTP of inhib-

itory transmission at D1-MSN-to-VP synapses (Figure 2D),

analogous to what we have previously observed at D1-MSN

synapses onto GABAergic neurons of the VTA (Bocklisch

et al., 2013). Conversely, the same protocol applied at D2-

MSN-to-VP synapses induced a long-term depression (LTD)

of inhibitory transmission (Figure 2E). In cocaine-treated mice,

HFS failed to alter the amplitude of evoked inhibitory transmis-

sion at either D1- or D2-MSN-to-VP synapses (Figures 2D and

2E). Cocaine treatment was associated with a presynaptic facil-

itation of release probability at D1-MSN synapses and a pre-

synaptic depression of release probability of D2-MSN synapses

(Figure 2F). This cocaine-evoked plasticity was not apparent on

the first day of withdrawal from cocaine (Figure S2), suggesting

that an incubation period is required for the occlusion of

activity-dependent plasticity at NAc-to-VP synapses. In further

support of an occlusion mechanism, we performed recordings

of light-evoked currents in strontium, an established method

to desynchronize release and reveal quantal events (Patton

et al., 2016; Xu-Friedman and Regehr, 1999), (Figures S3A

and S3B). There were no differences in event amplitude be-

tween saline- or cocaine-treated mice (Figure S3C). However,

in D1-Cre mice, cocaine treatment increased the average
Neuron 92, 214–226, October 5, 2016 215
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Figure 1. D1- and D2-MSN Projection to the VP

(A) Schematic of experiment.

(B) Representative injection site of CTB488 into the VP (top) and 403 confocal images of sections of the NAc shell of D1-TdTomato mice.

(C) Injection site of CTB555 into the VP (top) and 403 confocal images of sections of the NAc shell of D2-eGFPmice (n = 250 cells from 2mice of each genotype).

(D) Quantification of CTB-positive cells based on their co-expression with reporter protein; in D1-TdTomatomice, 56%of CTB-positive cells (five sections/mouse

from twomice) co-localized with TdTomato, while in D2-eGFPmice, 46% of CTB-positive cells co-localized with the D2-eGFP protein (five sections/mouse from

two mice).

(E) Schematic and 403 confocal images of injection site in the NAc shell floxed-channelrhodpsin, and terminal fields in the VP (scale bars, 50 mM).

(F) Connectivity plot summarizing optogenetic circuit mapping. In the VP, 92.8% of neurons were innervated by D1-MSNs (83 cells from 4 mice; average

connectivity strength, 382.5 ± 53.7 pA), whereas 75.0% received innervation from D2-MSNs (56 cells from 4 mice; average connectivity strength, 184.9 ±

47.2 pA).

(G) Currents blocked by picrotoxin (PTX; 20 mM). There was no difference in the PPRbetweenD1- and D2-VP synapses (D1, 0.75 ± 0.05; D2, 0.82 ± 0.09; t = 0.655,

p = 0.514).
number of events per light pulse, suggesting an increase in

release sites. Conversely, the average number of events per

light pulse was decreased at D2-MSN-to-VP synapses in

cocaine-treated mice (Figure S3D).

Occlusion of activity-dependent plasticity by cocaine sug-

gests that these forms of plasticity share common underlying

mechanisms. We therefore sought to determine the expression

mechanisms underlying these two forms of activity-dependent

plasticity at NAc-to-VP synapses.
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Cocaine Occludes Activity-Dependent Plasticity
at D1-MSN NAc-to-VP Synapses
We selectively targeted D1-MSNs with chETA and measured

light-evoked currents in VTA-projecting VP cells. We confirmed

that HFS induced an LTP, which was insensitive to inclusion of

the calcium chelator 1,2-bis(o-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N0,N0-
tetraacetic acid (BAPTA) in the patch pipette (Figure 3A). In further

support of a presynaptic mechanism of this homosynaptic plas-

ticity, we observed that HFS induced a decrease in the failure
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Figure 2. Cocaine Occludes Bidirectional Plasticity at NAc-to-VP Synapses

(A) Schematic of experiment.

(B) Representative section of ChR2 infection site in the NAc (left), and CTB seeding in the VTA (middle). Section (403) of the VP showing labeled fibers opposing

CTB-positive VP cells (left).

(C) IPSC recorded in VP cell during 100 Hz light stimulation.

(D) In saline-treated D1-Cremice, HFS induced an LTP at NAc-VP synapses. HFS failed to induce LTP in cocaine-treatedmice (saline [SAL], 181.16%±30.19%, 4

cells from 2mice; cocaine [COC], 100.35% ± 18.53%, 8 cells from 3mice). Representative traces (baseline, light blue; post-LTP, dark blue), single-cell examples

(top), and group data (bottom) are shown.

(E) In saline-treated D2-Cre mice, HFS induced an LTD at NAc-VP synapses. HFS failed to induce LTD in cocaine-treated mice (SAL, 62.95% ± 11.61%, 10 cells

from 3 mice; COC, 100.05% ± 5.95%, 10 cells from 3 mice). Representative examples of single-cell experiments (top) and group data (bottom) are shown.

(F) PPR was not different between D1- and D2-MSN-to-VP synapses in saline-treated mice (D1-MSNs, 0.733 ± 0.057, 10 cells from 3 mice; D2-MSNs, 0.708 ±

0.148, 10 cells from 3 mice). Relative to saline-treated mice, PPR was decreased in D1-MSNs (D1-MSNs, 0.530 ± 0.043, 10 cells from 3mice; t = 2.84, p = 0.011)

and increased in D2-MSNs (D2-MSNs, 1.207% ± 0.188%, 10 cells from 3 mice; t = 2.09, p = 0.051) in cocaine-treated mice.

*p < 0.05; all plots mean ± SEM. For representative traces, baseline (20 trials) and final 20 sweeps of recording are shown. All scale bars, 50 pA, 20 ms. Related to

Figures S1–S3.
rate and paired-pulse ratio (PPR), and increase in the variance of

inhibitory currents (Figures 3B and 3C). This is reminiscent of a

form of inhibitory plasticity at D1-MSN-to-VTAGABA neuron syn-

apses that is presynaptically mediated, protein kinase A (PKA)

and D1R dependent, and also occluded by cocaine treatment

(Bocklisch et al., 2013).We confirmed that at D1-MSN-to-VP syn-

apses, HFS-induced LTP was prevented by incubation in the D1

antagonist SCH23390 or the PKA activator forskolin (FSK; Fig-

ure 3D). In support of an occlusion mechanism by cocaine, FSK

application induced an LTP of inhibitory transmission that was

completely absent in cocaine-treated mice (Figure 3E). Applica-
tion of FSK also induced an LTP of transmission at D2-MSN-to-

VP synapses (Figure 3F). These results confirm that HFS-induced

LTPatD1-MSN-to-VPsynapses ispresynaptic, andD1RandPKA

mediated, whereas HFS differentially affects plasticity at D1- and

D2-MSN-to-VP synapses through divergent mechanisms.

Cocaine Occludes Activity-Dependent Plasticity
at D2-MSN NAc-to-VP Synapses
We confirmed that HFS induced an LTD of transmission at D2-

MSN-to-VP synapses. This plasticity was insensitive to postsyn-

aptic BAPTA (Figure 4A) and was associated with an increase in
Neuron 92, 214–226, October 5, 2016 217
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Figure 3. HFS-Induced LTP at D1-VP Synapses Is Presynaptic and PKA Dependent

(A) HFS-induced LTP at D1-VP synapses was insensitive to postsynaptic BAPTA (mock HFS, 100.98% ± 16.51%, 6 cells from 3 mice; HFS, 188.63% ± 32.94%,

11 cells from 4 mice; HFS with BAPTA, 170.09% ± 18.09%, 5 cells from 2 mice).

(B) HFS-induced LTP was associated with a decrease in the PPR, decrease in failure rate (FR), and no change in 1/CV2 (paired t test PPR, t = 2.27, p = 0.046; FR,

t = 2.34, p = 0.042; 1/CV2, t = 0.863, p = 0.407, 11 cells from 4 mice).

(C) Twenty individual traces pre- and post-HFS protocol.

(D) HFS-induced LTP was prevented by incubation in SCH23390 of FSK (control [CTRL], 223.91% ± 16.09%, 4 cells from 2 mice; SCH23390, 92.69% ± 12.67%,

9 cells from 3 mice; FSK, 114.3% ± 30.13%, 7 cells from 3 mice).

(E) Application of FSK induced an LTP at D1-VP synapses, which was occluded in cocaine-treated mice (SAL, 220.7% ± 21.72%, 10 cells from 3 mice; COC,

97.46% ± 9.06%, 6 cells from 2 mice).

(F) Application of FSK induced an LTP at D2-VP synapses (CTRL, 92.51% ± 9.11%, 4 cells from 3 mice; FSK, 175.5% ± 33.62%, 4 cells from 3 mice).

*p < 0.05; all plots mean ± SEM. For representative traces, first and last 20 trials of recording in light and dark blue, respectively. Scale bars, 20 pA, 20 ms.
the failure rate and PPR (Figures 4B and 4C). How can a single

stimulation protocol induce divergent forms of plasticity at D1-

and D2-MSN-to-VP synapses? In addition to the DA receptors,

the two populations of MSNs differ in their expression of endog-

enous opioids and receptors. Specifically, D1-MSNs release

dynorphin (an endogenous k-ligand) and express m-opioid re-

ceptors, whereas D2-MSNs release enkephalin (an endogenous

d-ligand) and express both the d- and k-opioid receptors (Gerfen

et al., 1990; Gerfen and Young, 1988). d-opioid receptors (DORs)

on D2R-MSNs may thus act as autoreceptors when opioids are

released by high-frequency activity. Through this mechanism,

enkephalin decreases the probability of transmitter release

from the presynaptic terminal, which may be long lasting (Patton

et al., 2016; Spanagel et al., 1990). Application of the selective

DOR agonist, DPDPE, induced an LTD of D2-MSN-to-VP trans-

mission. The long-lasting nature of this plasticity was confirmed

by chasing DPDPE with the DOR antagonist naltrindol (NAL).

DPDPE failed to induce an LTD at D2-MSN-to-VP synapses

in cocaine-treated mice, supporting an occlusion scenario

(Figure 4D). Further implicating DORs in HFS-induced LTD, we
218 Neuron 92, 214–226, October 5, 2016
applied HFS following incubation with NAL; in this condition of

DOR antagonism, HFS failed to induce an LTD (Figure 4E). Pre-

vious studies have reported that enkephalin levels in the reward

system are sensitive to drug administration (Crespo et al., 2001).

To test the possibility that HFS failed to induce an LTD after

cocaine due to a change in tonic levels of enkephalin, we quan-

tified levels of enkephalin in the NAc and VP (Supplemental

Experimental Procedures) but found no evidence for a decrease

in enkephalin levels in the VP following cocaine treatment (Fig-

ures S4A and S4B).

Finally, this mechanism was unique to D2-MSN-to-VP synap-

ses, since DPDPE had no effect on inhibitory transmission at

D1-MSN-to-VP synapses. Given that D1-MSNs express the

m-opioid receptor, we confirmed that D1-MSN-to-VP synapses

were depressed by application of the selective m-opioid receptor

agonist, DAMGO (Figure 4F). These results suggest that activity-

dependent LTD occurs at D2-MSN-, but not D1-MSN-to-VP

synapses, due to enkephalin co-release. This plasticity is

presynaptically expressed, DOR mediated, and occluded by

cocaine treatment.
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Figure 4. HFS-Induced LTD at D2-VP Synapses Is Presynaptic and DOR Mediated

(A) HFS-induced LTD at D2-VP synapses was insensitive to postsynaptic BAPTA (CTRL, 103.54% ± 17.57%, 5 cells from 2mice; HFS, 61.43% ± 9.92%, 10 cells

from 4 mice; HFS with BAPTA, 60.62% ± 6.42%, 6 slices from 3 mice).

(B) HFS-LTD was associated with an increase in the PPR and failure rate and a decrease in C1/V12 (paired t test PPR, t = 2.45, p = 0.035; FR, t = 2.79, p = 0.019;

1/CV2, t = 1.079, p = 0.306, 11 cells from 6 mice).

(C) Twenty individual IPSC traces pre- and post-HFS protocol.

(D) DPDPE induced an LTD in saline-, but not cocaine-treated, mice (SAL, 59.33% ± 7.12%, 10 cells from 3 mice; COC, 97.994% ± 8.14%, 8 cells from 3 mice).

Naltrindole (NAL) applied after DPDPE-LTD did not reverse the plasticity (52.92% ± 8.5%, 5 cells from 2 mice).

(E) Incubation in NAL prevented the HFS-induced LTD (CTRL, 61.43% ± 9.92%, 10 cells from 4 mice; NAL, 130.4% ± 8.84%, 9 cells from 5 mice).

(F) DPDPE did not affect transmission at D1-VP synapses (CTRL, 111.85% ± 18.49%, 3 cells from 3 mice; DPDE, 106.99% ± 6.49%, 11 cells from 4 mice);

DAMGO (1 mM) induced a depression of IPSCs (61.33% ± 6.08%, 6 cells from 3 mice).

*p < 0.05, all plots mean ± SEM. For representative traces, first and last 20 trials of recording in light and dark orange, respectively. Scale bars, 20 pA, 20 ms.

Related to Figure S4.
Diverse Symptoms of Addiction Emerge after
Withdrawal from Cocaine
Addiction is characterized by positive and negative symptoms,

which are reflected as drug-evoked craving and emergence of

a negative affective state, respectively. Behavioral sensitization

to cocaine is the phenomenon by which repeated exposure

to an identical concentration of drug induces a progressively

enhanced locomotor response. This response reflects drug-

evoked plasticity since it persists for months after cocaine with-

drawal, and models features of reinstatement of drug-seeking

behavior (Robinson and Berridge, 1993; Steketee and Kalivas,

2011). Over five daily exposures to cocaine i.p., the locomotor

response to cocaine was steadily increased and remained

elevated 10 days following the last cocaine exposure (Creed

et al., 2015; Pascoli et al., 2011). This time point is critical, as it

also reflects the emergence of a negative affective state

following cocaine withdrawal (Le Moal and Koob, 2007; Meye

et al., 2015). One feature of this negative affective state is a

decreased motivation for natural reward and anhedonia (Bar-

nea-Ygael et al., 2016; Barr and Phillips, 1999).
Pharmacological manipulation of GABAergic and d-opioid

signaling in the VP has profound effects on motivation for and

hedonic impact of natural reward (Inui and Shimura, 2014;

Johnson and Stellar, 1994); we confirmed that following with-

drawal from repeated cocaine injections, motivation for and he-

donic impact of sucrose reward were decreased. Mice were

first trained on an operant task, where a lever press was

required to earn access to a 10% sucrose reward (Figure S5A).

Motivation for sucrose was then tested in a progressive ratio

(PR) task. Cocaine-treated mice exhibited a significant

decrease in break point during the PR task relative to baseline;

there was no change in breakpoint in saline-treated mice (Fig-

ure S5B). Sucrose consumption was also assessed in a free ac-

cess task. Mice explored an open arena with a reward zone

containing 10% sucrose. During this task, the orofacial reac-

tions of mice to sucrose were quantified (Figure S6A). In

response to palatable tastes, mice exhibit stereotyped tongue

protrusions emulating licking, which reflect the hedonic value

of the reward (Berridge, 2000; Steiner et al., 2001). We first

validated that hedonic tongue protrusions followed a typical
Neuron 92, 214–226, October 5, 2016 219
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Figure 5. Validation of Stimulation Protocols to Normalize Transmission at D1- or D2-MSN-to-VP Synapses

(A) Schematic of experiments.

(B) In cocaine-treatedmice, trains of five pulses at 1 Hz, ITI of 10 s applied for 10min induced an LTD at D1-MSN-to-VP synapses (49.41%± 5.93%, 5 cells from 2

mice).

(C) In cocaine-treated mice, trains of ten pulses at 10 Hz, ITI of 10 s applied for 10 min, induced an LTP at D2-MSN-to-VP synapses (217.48% ± 51.38%, 6 cells

from 3 mice).

(D) Schematic of experiments.

(E) In cocaine-treated mice that had undergone in vivo stimulation (protocol as in B), HFS induced an LTP at D1-MSN-to-VP synapses (175.5% ± 33.62%, 4 cells

from 3 mice). Control data from Figure 2D are plotted for comparison.

(F) In cocaine-treated mice that had undergone in vivo stimulation (protocol as in C), HFS induced an LTP at D1-MSN-to-VP synapses (48.89% ± 14.29%, 9 cells

from 2 mice). Control data from Figure 2E are plotted here for comparison.

*p < 0.05; all plots mean ± SEM. For representative traces, first and last 20 trials of recording are shown. Scale bars, 20 pA, 20 ms.
dose-response curve in response to increasing concentrations

of sucrose (Figure S6B). We found that cocaine treatment did

not affect the amount of entries made into the reward zone dur-

ing the task, but significantly reduced the amount of time spent

in the reward zone and the number of hedonic tongue protru-

sions (Figures S6C–S6E). These findings confirm that cocaine

decreases both motivation and hedonic impact for natural

reward, which reflect the emergence of a negative affective

state.

We then hypothesized that cocaine-evoked plasticity at D1-

and D2-MSN-to-VP synapses may differentially contribute to

these behavioral adaptations.

Validation of Rescue Stimulation Protocols
Given the opposing effects of cocaine at D1- andD2-MSN-to-VP

synapses, we sought to develop stimulation protocols that could

selectively decrease transmission at D1-MSN synapses and
220 Neuron 92, 214–226, October 5, 2016
potentiate transmission at D2-MSN synapses in cocaine-treated

mice.

First, we applied protocols ex vivo on VP slices obtained from

cocaine-treated mice (Figure 5A). At D1-MSN-to-VP synapses,

intermittent low-frequency stimulation (trains of five pulses at

1 Hz, with 10 s between trains, applied for 10 min) induced an

LTD of inhibitory transmission (Figure 5B). At D2-MSN-to-VP syn-

apses, bursts of 10 Hz stimulation (trains of ten pulses at 10 Hz,

with 10 s between trains, applied for 10 min) induced an LTP of

inhibitory transmission (Figure 5C). Next, we validated these pro-

tocols in vivo; optic fibers were implanted over the VP and rescue

protocolswere applied 24hrprior topreparing slicesof theVPand

carrying out whole-cell recordings (Figure 5D). In cocaine-treated

D1-Cre mice, the rescue protocol restored the ability of HFS to

induce an LTP at D1-MSN-to-VP synapses, without altering the

magnitude of HFS-induced LTP in saline-treatedmice (Figure 5E).

In cocaine-treated D2-Cre mice, application of the D2-selective



rescueprotocol restored the ability ofHFS to induceanLTDatD2-

MSN-to-VP synapses (Figure 5F). We observed that in saline-

treated mice that had undergone the in vivo rescue protocol, the

HFS-induced LTD was more pronounced than in naive saline-

treated mice, suggesting that the protocol may have induced a

slight potentiation relative to baseline levels.

Having validated that these protocols normalized transmission

selectively at D1- or D2-MSN-to-VP synapses, we applied these

protocols in vivo (Figures S7A and S7B) to determine the role of

the plasticity at each synapse in drug-adaptive behavior.

Potentiation of D1-MSN-to-VP Synapses Drives
Behavioral Sensitization to Cocaine
Our previous work has implicated potentiation of excitatory in-

puts onto D1-MSNs in behavioral sensitization to cocaine; de-

potentiating excitatory inputs onto D1-MSNs abolished the

sensitized locomotor response to cocaine (Creed et al., 2015;

Pascoli et al., 2011). However, how cocaine-induced changes

in output of the D1-MSNs contribute to behavioral sensitization

is not known. We therefore tested the hypothesis that normal-

izing the output of these neurons would also abolish locomotor

sensitization. A single dose of cocaine (20 mg/kg, i.p.) induced

an increase in locomotor activity, which was further enhanced

with subsequent doses of cocaine, and persisted for 10 days

after withdrawal (Figures 6A–6C). In vivo depotentiation of D1-

MSN output to the VP abolished the sensitized locomotor

response to cocaine, but had no effect on the acute locomotor

response (Figure 6B). Conversely, rescuing D2-MSN-to-VP

transmission had no effect on either the sensitized or acute loco-

motor response to cocaine (Figure 6C). These findings further

implicate synaptic adaptations selectively in D1-MSNs in drug-

adaptive behaviors modeling craving and relapse, the so-called

positive symptoms of addiction.

Depression of D2-MSN-to-VP Synapses Drives Impaired
Motivation and Hedonic Impact
Given the role of D2-MSNs in aversion and depressive symp-

toms (Kravitz et al., 2012; Lobo et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2016;

Schwartz et al., 2014), we next determined whether plasticity

at D2-MSN-to-VP synapses mediates symptoms of the negative

affective state that emerges after cocainewithdrawal. Motivation

for and hedonic reactions to sucrose were tested with a PR and

free access task, respectively (Figure 6D). Cocaine-treated mice

exhibited a decrease in break point in the PR task (Figures 6E

and 6F). The application of the in vivo depression protocol at

D1-MSN-to-VP synapses had no effect on PR break point. How-

ever, application of the in vivo potentiation protocol at D2-MSN-

to-VP synapses normalized performance on the PR task in

cocaine-treated mice (Figures 6F, S5D, and S5E). In the free ac-

cess task, cocaine-treated mice made equal numbers of entries

into the reward zone (Figures 6G and 6H) but spent less time in

the reward zone and exhibited fewer hedonic tongue protrusions

(Figures 6I and 6J). Neither rescue protocol affected the number

of entries made into the reward zone (Figures 6H and S6F). While

D1 rescue had no effect on the amount of time spent in the

reward zone or the number of hedonic tongue protrusions, appli-

cation of the D2 rescue protocol normalized both of these pa-

rameters to levels equal to saline-treated controls (Figures 6I,
6J, S6G, and S6H). These results strongly implicate D2-MSN-

to-VP synapses in cocaine-induced anhedonia and amotivation

for natural reward.

DISCUSSION

We focus on the VP because it is the primary output of the NAc

and is necessary for the expression of motivated behaviors (Root

et al., 2015). Both D1- and D2-MSNs project from the NAc to VP

neurons that then project to the VTA. Cocaine treatment poten-

tiated transmission at D1-MSN-to-VP synapses and depressed

transmission at D2-MSN-to-VP synapses. By selectively normal-

izing transmission at each output, we demonstrate a role for D1-

MSN-to-VP synapses in behavioral sensitization, and D2-MSN-

to-VP synapses in the emergence of a cocaine-induced negative

affective state.

Anatomical Integration of D1- and D2-MSNs in the VP
In the dorsal striatum, D1- or D2-MSN projections are largely

segregated, with D1-MSNs projecting to the substantia nigra

and D2-MSNs innervating the globus pallidus. This dissociation

has been questioned in the VP, which anatomically is subdivided

into the vm and dorsomedial (dm) portions (Root et al., 2015).

Here, we focused on VTA-projecting VP neurons in the rostral

subdivision of the VP, where we found that the majority of neu-

rons were also innervated by both D1- and D2-MSNs from the

NAc shell. D1-MSNs, also referred to as ‘‘direct pathway’’ neu-

rons, have been linked to reward and positive affect, whereas

the D2-MSNs, or ‘‘indirect’’ pathway neurons, are linked to aver-

sive stimuli and negative affect. The anatomy of the VP thus sug-

gests that aversive and reinforcing signals are integrated and

synthesized in order to drive multiple components of drug-adap-

tive behavior.

Cocaine Occludes Bidirectional, Activity-Dependent
Plasticity
How, then, does cocaine affect plasticity at these synapses, and

how does this plasticity mediate different facets of cocaine-

adaptive behavior? We characterized activity-dependent plas-

ticity and its interaction with cocaine-evoked plasticity. D1-

MSN outputs to the VTA exhibit a form of homosynaptic LTP,

which is induced by high-frequency stimulation with concomi-

tant DA signaling and expressed by an increase in presynaptic

release probability (Bocklisch et al., 2013). We also observe

this form of plasticity at D1-MSN terminals in the VP. Signaling

through D1R is necessary for LTP expression since the D1

antagonist, SCH23390, blocked the potentiation. The DA trans-

porter and DARs are expressed in the VP (Mengual and Pickel,

2004; Napier and Maslowski-Cobuzzi, 1994). Ambient signaling

through D1 receptors is permissive for plasticity in other regions

of the reward system (Bocklisch et al., 2013; Creed et al., 2015;

Shen et al., 2008), and we propose that this mechanism is also

implicated in the plasticity described here.

In contrast, the identical HFS protocol at D2-MSN-to-VP syn-

apses induced a depression that is explained by co-released

opioid peptides. Enkephalin is co-released with GABA when

D2-MSNs are stimulated at high frequency, which acts on pre-

synaptic DORs to decrease exocytosis through Gi (inhibitory
Neuron 92, 214–226, October 5, 2016 221
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Figure 6. Selectively Normalizing Transmission at D1- or D2-MSN-to-VP Synapses Differentially Affects Drug-Adaptive Behavior

(A–C) Locomotor sensitization experiments.

(A) Schematic of experiment.

(B) In vivo rescue of D1 transmission abolished the sensitized response to cocaine (COC CTRL, 1,578.0 ± 248.8, n = 7; COC with D1 rescue, 1,026.1 ± 133.08,

n = 12; t = 2.087, p = 0.05), but had no effect on acute response to cocaine (SAL CTRL, 878.83 ± 227.41, n = 6; SAL with D1 rescue, 860.3 ± 134.6, n = 8; t = 0.07,

p = 0.94).

(C) Rescue of D2-MSN VP transmission had no effect on cocaine response (COCCTRL, 1,735.86 ± 281.74, n = 7; COCwith D2 rescue, 1,513.58 ± 161.20, n = 12;

t = 0.21, p = 0.83; SAL CTRL, 1,042.17 ± 151.81, n = 6; SAL with D2 rescue, 1,151.25 ± 66.55, n = 8; t = 0.70, p = 0.50).

(D) Schematic of sucrose-related experiments.

(E and F) Operant task (E) raster plots of first 30 min of PR test in saline- (top) and cocaine-treated mouse (bottom). (F) Cocaine-treated mice had lower break

points during the test relative to baseline (SAL CTRL, 1.10 ± 0.17, n = 9, t = 0.594, p = 0.56; COCCTRL, 0.597 ± 0.18, n = 14, t = 2.24, p = 0.034) and performance

was impaired in cocaine-treated mice following D1 rescue (0.49 ± 0.06, n = 8, t = 8.67, p < 0.001), while D2 rescue normalized the break point (1.05 ± 0.18, n = 9,

t = 0.26, p = 0.801).

(G–J) Free access task (G) track plots of a saline- (top) and cocaine-treated mouse (bottom) during the free access task. (H) There was no effect of cocaine or

intervention on reward zone entries. (I) Cocaine-treatedmice spent less time in the reward zone during the test relative to baseline (SAL CTRL, 1.00 ± 0.097, n = 9,

t = 0.01, p = 0.99; COC CTRL, 0.79 ± 0.06, n = 14, t = 3.47, p = 0.002) and performance was impaired following D1 rescue (SAL, 0.72 ± 0.11, n = 6, t = 2.47,

p = 0.032; COC, 0.65 ± 0.13, n = 8, t = 2.69, p = 0.0176), while D2 rescue normalized the break point in cocaine-treated mice (1.07 ± 0.18, n = 9, t = 0.38, p = 0.71).

(J) Hedonic tongue protrusions were reduced relative to baseline in cocaine-treated mice (0.582 ± 0.091, n = 14, t = 4.59, p < 0.001) and mice that had D1 rescue

protocol (0.627 ± 0.15, n = 8, t = 2.85, p = 0.013); mice with the D2 rescue protocol were not impaired relative to baseline (0.92 ± 0.22, n = 9, t = 0.36, p = 0.727).

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 by t test comparing locomotor response to cocaine challenge (B andC) or normalized response to null hypothesis (F and H–J). All

plots are mean ± SEM. Related to Figures S5–S8 and Table S1.
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regulative G-protein) signaling. This depression persists even in

the absence of the ligand; enkephalin levels are normal after

withdrawal from cocaine. Moreover, the DOR agonist DPDPE

mimicked LTD at D2-MSNs but failed to do so at D1-MSN-to-

VP synapses because DORs are not expressed on these termi-

nals. Acutely, cocaine likely inhibits D2-MSNs via increase of

DA levels. However, after cocaine withdrawal, potentiation of

excitatory inputs onto these MSNs may enhance their activity,

sufficient to drive co-release of enkephalin. This differential co-

release and the expression of opioid receptors on MSN popula-

tions provide a substrate for divergent effects of cocaine on

activity-dependent output of MSN pathways.

Importantly, neither LTP nor LTD could be induced after

mice were exposed to cocaine, suggesting occlusion. This inter-

pretation is supported by the changes of PPR and frequency

of evoked unitary events. Thus, cocaine treatment potentiates

transmission at D1-MSN-to-VP synapses and weakens trans-

mission at D2-MSN-to-VP synapses. This is in line with previous

studies showing distinct cocaine-induced adaptations in D1-

and D2-MSNs. Cocaine treatment increases activity-dependent

gene expression and basal calcium activity in D1-MSNs, with

concomitant decreases in D2-MSNs (Calipari et al., 2016; Lobo

et al., 2010, 2013). Differential expression of DARs has been

implicated in distinct cocaine-induced adaptations, since plas-

ticity in D1-MSNs is due to D1R activation (Bertran-Gonzalez

et al., 2008; Pascoli et al., 2011), while D2R activation decreases

excitability and GABA release from D2-MSNs (Ericsson et al.,

2013; Perez et al., 2006). Our work posits an additional role of

endogenous opioids in cocaine-evoked plasticity.

Transmission between D1-MSNs and the VP Mediates
Behavioral Sensitization
We used insight into the expression mechanisms of cocaine-

evoked plasticity to design cell-type-specific reversal protocols.

At D1-MSNs, a low-frequency stimulation protocol depotenti-

ated the synapse. The efficient protocol at the D2-MSN used

an intermediate 10 Hz stimulation, presumably in the window

of sufficient presynaptic calcium influx without evoking enkeph-

alin release.

The selective normalization of transmission at D1-MSN-to-VP

synapses abolished locomotor sensitization to cocaine. These

results are consistent with literature suggesting that activation

of D1-MSNs is reinforcing (Kravitz et al., 2012; Vicente et al.,

2016) and mediates the association between cocaine and

context (Calipari et al., 2016). Also, cocaine-evoked potentiation

of excitatory inputs onto D1-MSNs drives locomotor sensitiza-

tion to cocaine (Creed et al., 2015; Pascoli et al., 2011) and

drug seeking (Pascoli et al., 2014). Here, we show that this signal

in the accumbal D1-MSNs is transmitted downstream to the VP,

and that interference at this node in the circuit is also sufficient to

abolish sensitization to cocaine.

In contrast, normalizing transmission at D2-MSN-to-VP syn-

apses had no effect on sensitization, in line with studies that

fail to find a role for D2R contribution to locomotor sensitization

with non-contingent cocaine (Terrier et al., 2016). Still, plasticity

in D2-MSNs may be relevant to cocaine-seeking behavior. In

cases where high doses of cocaine are self-administered, excit-

atory input from the basolateral amygdala to D2-MSNs is poten-
tiated, which may contribute to reduced responding during initial

drug seeking (Terrier et al., 2016). Consistent with this interpreta-

tion, chemogenetic activation of D2-MSNs promotes resistance

to cocaine seeking (Bock et al., 2013). Future studies will be

needed to parse the interplay of D1- and D2-MSNs in drug

seeking, in which aversion and reward interact to drive behavior.

D2-MSN-to-VP Transmission Is Implicated in Decreased
Motivation and Hedonic Impact of Sucrose
Our slice physiology experiments revealed a dysregulation of

GABAergic and opioid transmission between D2-MSNs of the

NAc and the VP after cocaine treatment. Manipulation of opioid

and GABA transmission in the NAc and VP profoundly changes

motivation ‘‘wanting’’ and hedonic impact ‘‘liking’’ of reward

(Root et al., 2015). We identified synaptic depression at D2-

MSN-to-VP synapses as a substrate of impaired motivation

and hedonic impact of sucrose after cocaine exposure. The

negative affective state associated with cocaine withdrawal

also includes anxiety- and stress-related behavior. It is likely

that altered activity in brain areas such as the lateral habenula

(LHb), amygdala, and hippocampus contributes to these

components of drug-induced negative affect (Le Moal and

Koob, 2007).

Our focus on VTA-projecting VP neuronsmay reveal the circuit

that underlies the negative affective state emerging after cocaine

withdrawal. Plasticity in D2-MSNs may represent opponent pro-

cesses that emerge to counter the activation caused by the

rewarding properties of drugs of abuse (Le Moal and Koob,

2007; Solomon and Corbit, 1974). Since the VP has reciprocal

connections with brain areas such as the LHb, amygdala, and

hippocampus (Haber et al., 1985; Root et al., 2015), future

work will be needed to determine how addictive drugs modify

plasticity at other nodes between the VP and the larger limbic

system.

Future studies may address how two inhibitory inputs to a

largely overlapping population of VP neurons mediate distinct

components of drug-adaptive behavior. It is possible that VP

neurons innervated selectively by D1-MSNs may be particularly

relevant for driving sensitization behavior, whereas VP neurons

innervated exclusively by D2-MSNs modulate affective state.

Alternatively, through impinging onto different compartments

of the VP neuron, or being active at different times during

behavior, D1- and D2-MSNs could differentially modulate VP

neuron activity. There is precedent for different inputs to single

neurons mediating distinct components of behavior. We previ-

ously reported that excitatory inputs from the medial prefrontal

cortex (mPFC) and ventral hippocampus onto overlapping pop-

ulations of D1-MSNs in the NAc mediate action-outcome asso-

ciations and contextual information driving drug seeking,

respectively (Pascoli et al., 2014). Here, we extend this circuit

analysis by examining outputs of MSNs in the NAc shell and

also find evidence for overlapping circuits mediating distinct

components of drug-adaptive behavior. An additional question

is whether the changes in D2-MSNs that mediate anhedonia

contribute to cocaine seeking. This seems plausible as the oppo-

nent process theory proposes that the emergence of a negative

affective state contributes to the maintenance of addiction (Le

Moal and Koob, 2007).
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Conclusion
Our results extend a circuit model of addiction (Lüscher, 2016)

whereby cocaine induces divergent forms of plasticity at synap-

ses between D1- and D2-MSNs of the NAc and the VP, which in

turn mediate sensitization and impaired processing of natural

reward, respectively. The VP thus acts as a hub, integrating infor-

mation regarding the incentive salience of drug-associated cues

as well as the induction of anhedonia. The adaptations that

mediate different symptoms emerging after cocaine withdrawal

may contribute to individual variability in susceptibility to addic-

tion. Alternatively, the imbalance between direct and indirect

circuits before the convergence in the VP may reflect specific

experience and may predispose individuals to different symp-

toms of addiction. Targeting these pathways or their integration

downstream in the VP may provide novel therapeutic strategies

for addictive disorders.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animals

All experiments were carried out in accordance with the Institutional Animal

Care and Use Committee of the University of Geneva with permission of the

cantonal authorities. Tracing experiments were done in heterozygous BAC

transgenic mice (Drd1a-tdTomato from Jackson Laboratories, Drd2-eGFP

from GENSAT; Mutant Mouse Regional Resource Center; Shuen et al.,

2008). Behavior and electrophysiology experiments were performed on

C57BL/6 mice or heterozygous Drd1-Cre and Drd2-Cre mice (Tg(Drd1a-cre)

EY262Gsat/Mmucd, Tg(Drd2-cre)ER44Gsat/Mmucd), which were obtained

from the Mutant Mouse Regional Resource Center, an NCRR-NIH-funded

strain repository, and were originally donated to the MMRRC by the NINDS-

funded GENSAT BAC transgenic project (Gerfen et al., 2013). Transgenic

mice had been backcrossed in the C57BL/6 line for a minimum of four gener-

ations. For all experiments, males and females were used (Table S1). Mice

were injected with cocaine (20 mg/kg, i.p.) or 0.9% saline, given daily for

5 days in a novel environment.

Stereotaxic Surgery

Anesthesiawas inducedandmaintainedwith isoflurane at 5%and2%, respec-

tively. For optogenetic experiments, AAV2-EF1a-ChETA-EYFP (University

of North Carolina Vector Core) was bilaterally injected in the NAc shell (coordi-

nates relative to Bregma, anterior-posterior [AP], +1.7 mm; medial lateral

[ML], ± 0.6 mm; dorsal ventral [DV], 4.5 mm). Injections were carried out using

graduated pipettes with tip diameter of 10–15 mm, at 0.05 mL/min for a total of

250 nL; pipetteswere left in situ for 8min to allow for the diffusion. Theminimum

viral expression timewas 21 days. For behavior experiments, optic fibers (con-

structed in house as described previously; Sparta et al., 2011) were implanted

bilaterally over the VP and secured with three skull screws and dental cement

(coordinates relative to Bregma, AP, +0.26 mm; ML, ± 1.5 mm; DV, 4.55 mm).

Micewere allowed to recover for at least 7 days before behavioral training; only

mice with fiber placements in the VP were included in the analyses (Figure S6).

Anatomical Tracing

For retrograde tracing of VP-projecting MSNs, CTB conjugated to Alexafluor

488 or Alexafluor 555 (150 nL, 1 mg/mL) in sterile PBS was injected into the

VP of 8-week-old mice (coordinates from Bregma, AP, 0.3 mm; ML, ±

1.5 mm; DV, �4.6 mm). After 10 days, mice were perfused transcardially

with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phosphate buffer (PBS). Brains were

removed and left in 4% PFA overnight before being transferred into PBS.

Coronal sections of the NAc were sliced at 40 mM, mounted with fluorashield

media containing DAPI and imaged using a laser-scanning confocal micro-

scope (Zeiss 700) with a 403 oil objective. For labeling of VTA-projecting VP

cells, injections were performed as above (200 nL Alexafluor 555, coordinates

from Bregma, AP, �3.4 mm; ML, ± 0.8 mm; DV, �4.3 mm) and slice experi-

ments were performed 7–11 days after injection.
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Coronal slices of the VP were prepared using a vibratome in ice cold artificial

cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF), continuously bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2.

Slices were superfused with aCSF at 30�C –32�C and visualized with a 403

objective lens. Neurons were recorded with borosilicate glass pipettes (6–9

MU) by means of whole-cell voltage-clamp at �60 mV. The internal solution

contained 100 mM KCl, 30 mM potassium gluconate, 4 mM MgCl2, 10 mM

sodium creatine phosphate, 3.4 mM Na2ATP, 0.1 mM Na3GTP, 1.1 mM

EGTA, and 5 mM HEPES. Currents were amplified, filtered at 2 kHz, and digi-

tized at 10 kHz. Access resistances were monitored by a hyperpolarizing step

of �4 mV every 10 s; the experiment was discarded if the access resistance

changed by more than 20%. ChETA was stimulated by flashing 470 nm light

(4 ms) through the light path of the microscope using an LED powered by an

LED driver. For plasticity experiments, light-evoked IPSCs were recorded in

the presence of kynurenic acid (2 mM). PPRs were evoked at an interval of

50 ms. Example traces are an average of 30 consecutive IPSCs, taken from

the last 5 min of the baseline and the last 5 min of the plasticity experiment.

For strontium experiments, Ca2+ was replaced with 2 mM Sr2+ in the aCSF,

and unitary events were recorded between 10 and 60 ms after the light pulse.

DPDE, FSK, NAL, SCH23390, picrotoxin, and kyurenic acid were used where

indicated; all agents were purchased from Sigma Biosciences.

Behavior

Locomotor Sensitization

Locomotor activity was measured for 60 min immediately after drug injection

and reported as the number of quarter turns in a circular corridor (outer/inner

diameter, 30/10 cm; video tracking system, Anymaze, Stoeling). After 3 days of

habituation, mice underwent five daily injections of 20 mg/kg cocaine i.p. After

9 days of withdrawal, in vivo HFS through a fiber optic and connected solid-

state laser was applied, and 24 hr later a challenge dose of cocaine was given.

Operant Training

Training was conducted in operant chambers (ENV-307A-CT, Med Associ-

ates). Two levers were present on either side of a port for liquid reward delivery

and cue light. Each session started with the presentation of the levers into the

operant chamber and was terminated when 60 rewards had been earned or

after a maximum of 60 min. During initial training, a single active lever press re-

sulted in a 20 s presentation of the cue light and liquid reward dispenser in the

reward port. Sucrose solution (10%) was available for the entire 20 s, to a

maximum volume of 0.1 mL. After the mouse had reached 5 days of stable re-

sponding on the FR1 (fixed ratio) schedule (<20% variability over 5 days), mice

began 5 days of FR2 responding. Mice that did not learn discrimination of the

active lever (active lever presses at least three times higher than inactive lever

presses) or did not reach stable FR1 responding after 12 days were excluded.

PR Task

Mice underwent one PR session at baseline and at re-test. During the session,

the number of active lever presses required to earn a reward increased, ac-

cording to the schedule in Figure S5B. Reward delivery and cue light presen-

tation were identical to operant training conditions. Sessions lasted 4 hr or

were terminated if no responses occurred for a 20 min period.

Free Access Task

Testing was conducted in a plexiglass arena (50 3 50 cm). Mice were given

2 days of 20 min habituation sessions to an empty arena. For the test, a glass

well (7.5 cm in diameter) filled with sucrose solution (10%) was placed in the

corner. The number of entries made into the reward zone and amount of

time spent in the reward zone were quantified over three sessions (Anymaze,

Steoling). Each session was 5 min, performed 60 min apart. No changes in

locomotor activity were found (Figure S8).

Orofacial Taste Reactivity

During the first session of the free access task, mice were filmed at 240

frames/s in the reward zone. Hedonic tongue protrusions were scored offline

and defined as any event where the tongue was extended out of the mouth but

did not make contact with sucrose solution (Movie S1).

Statistics

Plasticity experiments were analyzed by comparing average current ampli-

tudes at baseline (30 time points over 5 min) with the final 5 min of recording

using paired Student’s t test. Behavioral experiments were analyzed with



repeated-measures ANOVA, with genotype and treatment (i.e., cocaine or

saline) as between-subject factors and test day as the within-subject factor.

All analyses were performed in SPSS (version 17.0).
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